
Math 105- Technical Mathematics I

Systems of Measurement ( 4 )

4.1 Scientific and Engineering Notation

Engineering notation uses powers of tens that correspond to the metric

prefixes used in electronics. Scientific notation uses powers of ten to express large
and samll numbers that occur in electrical applications.

I.  Engineering notation

A.  Definition

A number between 1 and 1000 (including 1 but not 1000 ) times a power
of ten, which is a multiple of three:

Ex.: 234 10 2. ´
- , 76 4 108. ´ , 3 10 4

´
- , 436 100

´ , 34 103
´

B.  Changing to engineering notation

Move the decimal point a multiple of three places: 3, 6, 9, etc., to
change to a number from 1 to less than 1000.  The number of places from the new
position to the ooriginal decimal point equals the power of ten:  positive if the
decimal point is to the right of the new position, negative if it is to the left.

Ex.: 206 000 206 103, = ´ 89 600 896 103, .= ´ 402 402 100
= ´

00278 278 10 3. .= ´
- 00000643 643 10 6. .= ´

-

II.  Scientific notation

A. Definition

A number between 1 and 10 (including 1 but not 10 )times a power of ten.

B. Changing to scientific notation

Move the decimal point to the right of the first significant digit,

called the zero positoin. The number of places from the zero position to the
original decimal point equals the power of ten: positive if the decimal point is to
the right of the zero position, negative if it is to the left.
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Ex.: 564 000 564 105, .= ´ 8930 893 103
= ´. 427 427 100. .= ´

00642 6 42 10 2. .= ´
- 000000520 520 10 6. .= ´

-

III.  Ordinary notation

Move the decimal point to the right if the exponent is positive and to the
left if it is negative, by the number of places equal to the power of ten.

Ex.: 420 10 42003. ´ = 567 10 05673
´ =

- . 423 10 004232. .´ =
-

0867 10 867005. ´ = 462 10 000004626. .´ =
-

IV.  Try  to determine the answer in     a. ordinary notation

b. engineering notation

c.  scientific notation

A.  Given: ( , )( , )( . )56 000 32 000 0024 =

B.  Given: ( . )( . )( . )5 4 10 62 10 38 103 2 4
´ ´ ´ =

-

C.  Given: 4 72 106. ´ =

D.  Given:
( , )( . )

.

268 000 00685

000468
=

E.  Given:
( , , )

( . )( )

8 654 000

000643 154
=
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4.2  Metric System (SI)

I.  The metric system, first established in France in 1790, became the more
complete International System ( abbreviated SI, stands for Syteme International) in
1960.  Since then, every country has converted to the SI system except the United
States.  The U.S. customary system, which evolved from the old English system, is
gradually being replaced by the SI system.  Almost all technical and scientific
work uses SI units. SI system is based on powers of ten like our decimal system.
Please refer to the table 4-1 on p. 83 of your text for some important SI base units.

There are seven base units in SI system:

Quantity Unit Symbol

Length                              meter                     m

Time                                        second                        s

Mass                                        kilogram                    kg

Electric current                        ampere                       A

Thermodynamic temperature    kelvin                        K

Molecular substance                 mole                          mol

Light intensity                          candela                       cd

Other electrical units, such as coulomb, volt, ohm, and watt, are derived units.
For example, the unit of charge, the coulomb, is equal to 625 1018. ´ electrons and
is the quntity of electric charge moved in one second by a current of one ampere.

1 coulomb = 1 C = (1 ampere ) ( 1 second ) = 1 A× s

II.  The common matrix prefixes are based on powers of ten which are used
to denote quntities of metric and electrical units.  The powers of ten are divisible
by three and correspond to engineering notation:

Ex.:  1 MW ( megawatt )=1 106
´ W = 1,000,000 W

1 kW ( kilohm ) = 1 10 10003
´ =W W

1 mV ( millivolt ) =1 10 00013
´ =

- V V.
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Common SI Prefixes

Power of 10 Prefix Symbol Factor

1012 tera                   T                   Trillion ( 1,000,000,000,000 )

109 giga                   G                   Billion ( 1,000,000,000 )

106 mega                M                   Million ( 1,000,000 )

103 kilo                   k                    Thousand ( 1,000 )

100 no prefix          Base Unit       One ( 1 )

10 2- centi                  c                     Hundredth ( 0.01 )

10 3- milli                 m                    Thousandth ( 0.001 )

10 6- micro m Millionth ( 0.000001 )

10 9- nano                  n                     Billionth ( 0.000000001 )

10 12- pico                   p                     Trillionth ( 0.000000000001 )

III.  Changing units

A. 1.5 kW to W    B  600 mA to A  C. 75V to kV  D. 2800 kW to MW

E.  0.056 C to mC        F.  0.0078kA to mA     G.  34000mW to kV

H.  0.076 MW to kW I.  3.4 mA to mA           J.  200kV to MV

K.  300 mC to mC        L.  750,000 V to MV    M.  60,000 mA to A

N.  0.067 MW to W O.  0.0045 kW to mW   P.  0.067 m2 to cm2
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4.3  The U.S. Customary System

The U.S. Customary System and SI Conversions

Quantity U.S. Unit Symbol SI Conversion Factor

Length                           foot                                     ft                       1m = 3.281 ft

inch                                    in                      1 cm = 0.3937 in

mile                                    mi                     1 km = 0.6214 mi

Mass                             pound                                  lb                      1 kg = 2.205 lb

Force                            poound force                       lb f 1 N = 0.2248 lb f

Temperature                 degree Fahrenheit ° F ° = ° - °C F( )( )
5

9
32

Velocity                        feet per second                    ft/s                     1 m/s=3.281 ft/s

Pressure                        pounds per square foot       lb/ft 2 1 kPa=20.89 lb/ft 2

Mechanical power        horsepower                         hp                        1 W = 1.341´
-10 3hp

Work energy                 foot-pound                          ft-lb                     1 J = 0.7376 ft-lb

Heat energy                 British thermal unit             Btu                      1 J = 9.485´
-10 4Btu

Area                             Square foot                          ft 2 1 m ft2 210 76= .

1 mm in2 3 21550 10= ´
-.

Ex.:  Convert 50 kg to pounds: Give answer to two significant digits.

50 kg (
2205

1

. lb

kg
) = 50 (2.205 )lb = 110 lb

Try: Convert 30 feet to meters

Convert 25 J (joules ) to foot-pounds

Convert 9.60 inches to centimeters and millimeters
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Try:  Convert 45 kW to horsepower

Convert 60° F to Celsius to the nearest degree

Convert 0.55 lb to g

Convert 10 in to cm

Convert 3.5 Btu to J

Convert 5.6 hp to kW

Convert 5.4 cm to in

Convert 0.5 hp to watts

Convert 150 ft to m

Convert 15 ft-lb to J

Convert 24 m2 to ft 2
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